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Intermediate Frequency Electric and Magnetic Emissions Testing
Purpose
The purpose of this investigation was twofold:
1.

To assess a typical residential environment for emissions in the intermediate frequency (VLF+) range,
at a level of sensitivity not previously available.

2.

To evaluate the efficacy of widely used plug-in capacitive "dirty electricity" filters from the standpoint of
radiated emissions suppression.

Testing Environment
This testing was conducted in a medium sized, single family residence that is wired with conventional type
NM (non-metallic) cable. It is in a semi-rural location with a small single phase primary distribution line
approximately 100 feet from house center. Most of the common electric and electronic devices were present,
including multiple switch mode power supplies (SMPS), LED and CFL lighting, light dimmers, laptop and
desktop computers and monitors, TVs, and standard motorized household appliances.
Instrumentation
The radiated emission measurements (electric and magnetic) were performed with a calibrated high
sensitivity prototype instrument. The available frequency range was 1.7 kHz to 1.7 MHz, with selectable high
frequency cutoffs of 100 kHz, 400 kHz, and 1.7 MHz. The instrument provided true RMS detection. It was
switchable between 3-axis and 1-axis operation, and the signal outputs for spectrum analysis were derived
from the dominant axis in single axis mode.
Spectrum Frequency Limits
After careful observation, it was determined that at this location there was little addition to the electromagnetic
environment by local sources beyond about 400 kHz (although a few devices produced harmonics that
extended further at much reduced amplitude). The only clearly visible higher frequency emitters were
identified as AM radio stations, and none of them were present at high levels. Therefore, instrument
bandwidth was limited to 400 kHz to keep the noise floor low. The displayed FFT bandwidth was further
limited in many cases to 156 kHz to provide better frequency resolution for that part of the spectrum where
most activity was occurring.
General Observations and Conclusions
1.

When viewed with sufficient sensitivity, it can be seen that the intermediate frequency environment in
a typical residence is populated with numerous electric and magnetic field emitters. The strongest
emissions are radiated directly from devices themselves, a few of which were tested as part of this
work. These same devices, when plugged in and powered by AC line voltage, can cause currents
and voltages to exist on the building wiring at their frequency of operation, and at harmonics of that
frequency. This is broadly referred to as conducted electrical noise. As a result, the wiring can
become a radiating element as well, and the emissions will be electric fields or magnetic fields, or
both. These fields are smaller than those radiated directly from a device, but they can be carried by
the wiring and appear at greater distances. Conducted noise can also ride in on the electrical service
to the building from the electric utility’s distribution system, and can exist as voltages or currents,
creating electric or magnetic fields, respectively. A spectral plot of conducted noise voltage coming in
from the utility system is shown in this report. [see Case #4]
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2.

In most cases, readings in the center of rooms were a combination of direct radiation from devices
and radiation from wiring in the walls and ceiling. Very near the walls that had NM cables within,
radiation from the wiring was dominant, but anywhere near high emission devices, direct radiation
from that device was dominant.

3.

Elevated intermediate frequency magnetic fields were observed in a few locations even with power to
the house turned off. This was the result of current from the electrical distribution system flowing in on
the neutral conductor and seeking an earth return pathway. The wiring for any device that has both
an electrical connection and a metallic water pipe connection represents such a path, as does the
grounding electrode system for the building. These are known as net transient pathways.

4.

Measurement of the voltage component of conducted electrical noise by plugging a specially
designed meter into a receptacle has become a widely recognized means of assessing “dirty
electricity.” The operative assumption underlying this method is that the magnitude of intermediate
frequency noise voltage on the electrical wiring is a valid surrogate for the electric field that would be
radiated from the wiring, and further, that reducing this noise voltage will reduce the radiated electric
field. Theoretically this is a valid concept, at least when type NM cable is used for building wiring.
What the proponents of this method apparently overlook is that the common remedial approach of
adding shunt capacitance in the form of a plug-in filter creates a current and a magnetic field that
mirrors the voltage and electric field that is presumably being removed. The location of a plug-in filter
along the path of the branch circuit from service panel to the final receptacle in the chain, and its
location relative to the source of conducted electrical noise, are the primary determinants of how
significant and problematic this magnetic field will be. [see Case #1, Case #3]

5.

There was poor correlation between measurement of conducted electrical noise voltage, and the
electric and magnetic fields that were observed. There was even poorer correlation between the use
of a plug-in capacitive filter and reduction of electric fields.

6.

The following limitations to the effectiveness of plug-in capacitive filters in cleaning up the
intermediate frequency electromagnetic environment can be identified:
(a)

Emissions directly from devices in the building are higher than emissions from the wiring.
Plug-in filters have no effect on direct radiation from a device.

(b)

The frequency range over which a capacitive filter is optimally functional is limited by its
distance from the noise source, due to the resistance and inductance of intervening electrical
wiring.

(c)

A capacitive filter tends to shift energy from a mid-range portion of the frequency spectrum to
the lower end of the spectrum. This is a shift out of the zone measured by a typical conducted
noise “dirty electricity” meter, into a zone that is less visible to the meter. Therefore, part of the
observed reduction is actually just a spectral relocation. This function is visible in the spectra
presented in this document.

(d)

If placed improperly, a capacitive filter creates an intermediate frequency current on the branch
circuit wiring feeding the filter. The resulting magnetic field radiated from the wiring is
generated concurrent with a reduction in the conducted noise voltage. Removal of one
undesired component creates another. [see Case #1]
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7.

8.

Locations were identified where plug-in capacitive filters may be beneficial:
(a)

If electrical noise sources can be identified, it will be possible to achieve meaningful reduction
of conducted noise and its electric and magnetic field correlates by using a plug-in filter right at
the point where the device is connected into the electrical system, such as at the same
receptacle. [see Case #2]

(b)

If plug-in filters can be placed in receptacles located very near the electric service panel (one
receptacle and one filter per phase), the conducted noise voltage coming in from the electrical
distribution system can be suppressed before it enters the wiring system. For this action to
have an overall beneficial impact on the intermediate frequency environment, all line
connected noisy loads must be identified and removed, or a filter placed where they are
plugged in or connected to the system (as in 7.(a) above). If this is not done, the filters at the
service panel can draw noise currents from the noisy loads, creating an intermediate frequency
magnetic field all along the path of the branch circuit cables feeding those loads. [see Case
#4, Case #3]

(c)

Placement of filters at any location other than those described in 7.(a) and 7.(b) above
presents a significant risk of creating undesired intermediate frequency magnetic fields.
Especially, placement of filters based solely on the readout of a “dirty electricity” meter should
be avoided. [see Case #1]

Three approaches for assessing the intermediate frequency environment were evaluated:
(a)

Direct measurement of intermediate frequency electric and magnetic fields with a sensitive
instrument will readily reveal the sources of such fields and their relative magnitude. It
provides a true picture of the electromagnetic environment in terms of radiated emissions that
actually have the potential to interact with people. The beneficial or detrimental effect of plugin capacitive filters or other remedial approaches can be accurately determined without
reliance upon error-prone surrogate measures such as conducted noise voltage. This is not to
suggest that direct measurement of radiated fields must be the exclusive means of assessing
the intermediate frequency problem. Other methods can provide valuable supplemental
information. The equipment for direct measurement is also costly, and may be beyond the
means of some practitioners who could otherwise make a valuable contribution to creating a
clean environment.

(b)

Measurement of conducted noise voltage by using a plug-in line noise meter (or “dirty
electricity” meter) can provide a quick initial assessment of the amount of intermediate
frequency noise on the electrical system in the building. If used carefully, it also offers a lowcost means for locating electrically noisy devices and where they are connected into the
system, so that a filter can be plugged in at that exact location, or the device simply removed.
One additional function that it performs quite well is to determine the amount of line noise that
is riding into the building on the electric service, relative to what is being generated by
connected loads inside. Turning off all the breakers in the service panel except for one,
making sure no loads on that circuit are turned on, and then plugging the meter into a
receptacle on that circuit will measure the noise coming in from outside. [see Case #4] Using
the meter in any other way, including as typically recommended by the manufacturers, can
lead to erroneous conclusions and detrimental results. As stated in paragraph 7.(c) above,
placement of filters based solely on producing the lowest reading on a “dirty electricity” meter
should be avoided. Doing so will increase intermediate frequency magnetic fields more than it
reduces electric fields. [see Case #1] Of course, radiated emissions directly from a device,
which are generally the highest fields that are encountered, cannot be measured with a plug-in
line noise meter.
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(c)

Use of a PC based oscilloscope with FFT spectrum analysis capability can provide potentially
helpful information on the frequency content of signals being observed, whether it is connected
to the output of an electric and magnetic field meter, or plugged into the electrical system
through a suitable isolation and high-pass filter network. Emitters can sometimes be identified
by their frequency or spectral signature, and the effectiveness of filtering techniques at
different parts of the frequency spectrum can be evaluated. It is essential that this
oscilloscope/PC combination be operated only on battery power, and that it be kept as far as
practical from an instrument that is measuring radiated electric or magnetic fields, if that is the
signal being observed. This approach is envisioned primarily as an analytical tool to be used
by individuals developing assessment and application protocols for remediation of intermediate
frequency fields, rather than for routine use by practitioners.

9.

No attempt was made to characterize the intermediate frequency electric and magnetic fields that
were measured in this survey as either safe or detrimental from the standpoint of any precautionary
exposure guideline. They are, of course, extremely low relative to the formal thermal-based standards
that address this frequency range (IEEE C95.1-2005, ICNIRP 1998).

10.

This was an initial investigational survey. Additional testing in multiple different environments would
be beneficial to further elucidate the electromagnetic activity in this part of the frequency spectrum,
and to confirm the preliminary conclusions drawn from this work.
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Power Off Baseline Spectra for Reference

Power Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Power Off - Conducted Electrical Noise
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Case #1 - Bedroom
Filter Performance Assessment
Readings @ 0.5m from wall NM cable feeding no loads
Plug-in capacitive filter 2m away from measurement point on same wall
Parameter

Cap Filter
Out

Cap Filter
In

Power Off
Baseline

Units

% Change
with Cap Filter

Instrument
Freq. Setting

Electric

15.0

13.0

4.6

mV/m

13% lower

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.5

4.5

0.2

nT

800% higher

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Conducted Noise

550

133

-

mV

76% lower

Microsurge Meter

1550

380

-

GS

75% lower

Observations

Large decrease in conducted noise, small decrease in intermediate frequency electric
field, and very large increase in intermediate frequency magnetic field. Capacitive
filter detrimental in this case. Plugging filters into all receptacles on this circuit did not
negate the adverse effect of adding a single filter to the circuit.

Cap Filter Out - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter In - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter Out - Conducted Electrical Noise

Cap Filter In - Conducted Electrical Noise
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Case #2 - Hallway
Filter Performance Assessment
Readings @ 0.9m from attic NM cable feeding noisy electrical load
Plug-in capacitive filter close to load
Parameter

Cap Filter
Out

Cap Filter
In

Power Off
Baseline

Units

% Change
with Cap Filter

Instrument
Freq. Setting

Electric

19.3

16.6

4.8

mV/m

14% lower

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

6.4

3.4

0.3

nT

47% lower

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Conducted Noise

670

96

-

mV

86% lower

Microsurge Meter

1107

97

-

GS

91% lower

Observations

Large decrease in conducted noise, small decrease in intermediate frequency electric
field, and moderate decrease in intermediate frequency magnetic field, primarily from
5 kHz to 25 kHz. Capacitive filter probably beneficial in this case.

Cap Filter Out - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter In - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter Out - Conducted Electrical Noise

Cap Filter In - Conducted Electrical Noise
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Case #3 - Living Room (West)
Filter Performance Assessment
Readings @ 0.5m from wall NM cable feeding noisy electrical load
Plug-in capacitive filter distant from load, and upstream from measurement point
Parameter

Cap Filter
Out

Cap Filter
In

Power Off
Baseline

Units

% Change
with Cap Filter

Instrument
Freq. Setting

Electric

18.2

16.8

4.7

mV/m

8% lower

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.6

1.5

0.2

nT

150% higher

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Conducted Noise

740

530

-

mV

28% lower

Microsurge Meter

1121

841

-

GS

25% lower

Observations

Small decrease in conducted noise, very small decrease in intermediate frequency
electric field, and large increase in intermediate frequency magnetic field, primarily
from 5 kHz to 25 kHz. Capacitive filter probably detrimental in this case.

Cap Filter Out - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter In - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter Out - Conducted Electrical Noise

Cap Filter In - Conducted Electrical Noise
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Case #4 - Living Room (East)
Filter Performance Assessment
Plug-in capacitive filter at service panel to suppress incoming noise from utility
Power ON but all loads OFF
Readings @ 0.5m from wall NM cable feeding distant receptacle
Parameter

Cap Filter
Out

Cap Filter
In

Power Off
Baseline

Units

% Change
with Cap Filter

Instrument
Freq. Setting

Electric

9.7

8.9

4.2

mV/m

8% lower

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.4

0.4

0.3

nT

0% change

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Conducted Noise

109

50

-

mV

54% lower

Microsurge Meter

52

28

-

GS

46% lower

Observations

Large decrease in conducted noise, small decrease in intermediate frequency
electric field, and no change in magnetic field. Spectrum plots show a significant
reduction of higher frequency components in both radiated electric field and
conducted noise, and a concurrent increase in lower frequency components. If
operating under the rationale that higher frequencies are of greater concern, a
capacitive filter at the service panel is probably beneficial.

Cap Filter Out - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter In - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

Cap Filter Out - Conducted Electrical Noise

Cap Filter In - Conducted Electrical Noise
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Case #5
Readings @ 1.5m from 13W CFL Bulb
Emissions Directly from Device
Parameter

CFL Off

CFL On

Units

Freq. Range

Electric

10

269

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

1.0

1.0

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

ELF Magnetic

0.1

0.1

mG

40 Hz - 300 Hz

Observations

Very large increase in intermediate frequency electric field directly from CFL bulb.

CFL Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)
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Case #6
Readings @ 1.0m from Ceiling Fluorescent with Electronic Ballast
Emissions Directly from Device
Parameter

Fluorescent Off

Fluorescent On

Units

Freq. Range

Electric

4.4

490

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.7

1.0

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

ELF Magnetic

0.1

0.1

mG

40 Hz - 300 Hz

Observations

Very large increase in intermediate frequency electric field directly from ceiling
fluorescent with electronic ballast.

Fluorescent Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)
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Case #7
Readings @ 0.5m from Under-counter LED Puck Lights
Emissions Directly from Device
Parameter

LED Pucks Off

LED Pucks On

Units

Freq. Range

Electric

4.6

660

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.9

1.9

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

ELF Magnetic

0.1

0.1

mG

40 Hz - 300 Hz

Observations

Very large broad spectrum increase in intermediate frequency electric field directly
from under-counter LED puck lights.

LED Pucks Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)
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Case #8
Readings @ 0.5m & 1.0m from 8.5W to 9.8W Screw-in LED Bulbs
Emissions Directly from Device
Parameter

LED Off

LED On @ 0.5m

LED On @ 1.0m

Units

Freq. Range

Electric

5.3

192

52.1

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.3

0.6

0.4

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Electric

5.3

64.2

19.5

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.3

0.4

0.3

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Electric

5.3

21.9

7.4

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.3

0.3

0.3

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

LED 1

LED 2

LED 3
Observations

The primary emission from LED bulbs was intermediate frequency electric
field. There was very little change in conducted noise voltage with any bulb
tested, measured right at the receptacle where the lamp was plugged in. The
LEDs are listed from oldest to newest. Many bulbs tested similar to LED 2.

LED 1: Old Utilitech 9.8W w/big heatsink, LED 2: EcoSmart 8.5W, LED 3: New EcoSmart 9.5W dimmable

LED Bulbs Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

LED 1 On - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

LED 2 On - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)

LED 3 On - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue)
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Case #9
Readings @ 1.0m from 42" Plasma TV
Emissions Directly from Device
Parameter

TV Off

TV On

Units

Freq. Range

Electric

5.8

12.0

mV/m

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

Magnetic

0.4

13.0

nT

1.7 kHz - 400 kHz

ELF Magnetic

0.1

0.1

mG

40 Hz - 300 Hz

Observations

Large increase in intermediate frequency magnetic field and moderate increase in
electric field from plasma TV.

TV Off - Electric (Red) & Magnetic (Blue
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